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IM SORRY GUYS!! That I dint get here before taxims and never had the chance to fill your mind
up with useless knowledge on the strangest thing that have nothing to do with life.... :rolleyes:   I
had a problem with this topic only... something was keeping me out for a reason WELL NOW IM
IN MUHAHAHA

     So after skimming the last topic I see your talking about black holes.  That just happen to be
one of the most mysteries things in the universe thus my knowledge in them is vast.  There are 3
main types of black holes one is the normal one with a non spinning center, the 2nd is one with a
spinning center known as a singularity and the 3rd which is thought to be unexciting and only in
theory a black hole that deifies every law in space and time call a naked singularity. 

     Before we start I want to go over some simple black hole physics, (all in theory) first when an
object falls into a black hole it is striped of its chemical composition but its mass stays the same. 
Also is it highly probable, if the theory of time travel or dimensional travel is true, that you will not

frickin clue how to spell it) effect will also kill you almost instantly with out and infinitely powerfully
gravity shield around you, spigetyfication is a process caused by more gravity closer to the black
hole then farther away, as for all objects, and it pulls your feet harder then your head causing you
to be pulled apart, slowly.  Also to travel though time you have to travel though the infinitely small
center of the black hole, which is kind of hard to do.

     First the one with a non-spinning center.  These are most common and are most powerful due
to its stability.  These types of black hole are also the ones that have the high velocity disk around
it and the jets of ionized particles at its poles.  There is (in highly probable theory) one in the
center of our galaxy surrounded by the numerous stars which form the massive bulge in the
center of the galaxy and which helps for the gravitational pull that keeps every thing in a steady
rotation.

     Now onto the2nd type, not much different from the first but it less common and the neutron star
was spinning erratically around an invisible fulcrum causing the center to become a singularity
which is simply a revolving center that causes an infinitely dense circle, now a circle in impossible
in real life because it is infinitely thin as like any 2D object thus can exist any where but as a
singularity.  Which leads us to our next black hole.

     Naked singularities are just singularities that have been striped of their outer mass, most
uncommon and due to the conditions required to make it is impossible, but then again black hole
are impossible.  Naked singularities literally have the power to destroy the universe by
decomposing mater to nothing, also impossible, and/or creating new mater erratically.  Naked
singularities also have the tendency to warp space into a VISIBALE foamy substance around its
ring that would look kind of like that foam calk but with lots of nooks are crannies and constantly
changing.
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Just to make one thing clear, all this info was from me right now so some exact details may be
flawed buy the concept, I assure you, is true.
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